
POTENTIAL MISSTATEMENTS TESTS OF CONTROLS PAYROLL

In this post, I'll answer questions such as, â€œhow should I test payroll? If controls weaknesses exist, we create audit
procedures to respond to them. So my risk of material misstatement for these assertions is usually moderate to high. . In
response, you'll perform audit tests to look for potential duplicate payroll payments.

Control objective 6 Annual completion of tax returns and reconciliation to total tax deducted. If additional
errors are found, they will consider whether there is a systematic controls problem that renders the controls
ineffective, or if the errors appear to be isolated instances that do not reflect upon the overall effectiveness of
the control in question. To ensure that employees are only paid for work done. Relevant controls Supervision
of clocking on points and control over blank clock cards or employee ID cards are essential. However, in some
small companies or in parts of the world where few people have bank accounts, employees are still paid in
cash based on hours in attendance or work completed. Auditors often complete questionnaires to assist in
system evaluation. There should be a requirement for formal identification procedures to be carried out on the
subsequent collection of wage packets. Relevant controls The payroll should be reviewed by a senior
responsible official before the payroll cheque is signed. To ensure that wages are only paid to valid employees.
To ensure that wages are correctly calculated. If employees are paid in accordance with work completed job
cards may take the place of clock cards. Doing so provides evidence that the system of controls has operated
in a reliable manner throughout the reporting period. Computer assisted audit techniques Use the computer as
an audit tool and the most common examples are test data and audit software. Wages control objectives In
order to evaluate the control system the auditor will firstly consider the objectives which the control activities
should be designed to achieve. Depending on the results of this test, auditors may choose to rely upon a
client's system of controls as part of their auditing activities. Software is normally used to produce the weekly
payroll and calculation errors are less likely than with manual systems. Control objective 6 Independent
reconciliation of total pay and deductions between one payroll and the next. Assessing the risk of material
misstatement due to fraud The risk of fraud should be considered by the auditor when planning the work
which is to be performed on payroll. This type of fraud is generally easier to perpetrate in manual wages
systems. Error reports should be produced which list rejected itemsâ€” for example, employee numbers
entered that do not exist. In this scenario employees are paid based on hours worked. Relevant to candidates
attempting Foundations in Audit and Audit and Assurance This article focuses on the audit of wages but many
of the points made also apply to salaries the term payroll covers both. Examples include: Input employee
numbers that do not exist or are in an incorrect format â€” to ensure these items are rejected and included on
an error report. Related Courses. Control objectives 2 and 4. To ensure that overtime paid is for additional
hours required by the business. If employees are absent their wage packets should be entered in an uncollected
wages book and returned to a safe under the control of an independent responsible official eg the cashier.
These could be employed during the interim and final audit of wages. Control objective 7 The above
comparisons and reconciliations should be performed by senior responsible officials who are independent of
the payroll department â€” for example, management or financial accounting staff. Modern equivalents would
include employee ID cards which are swiped by an electronic card reader. However, this list is not exhaustive
and some of the substantive procedures may be carried out during the final audit. They cover the same areas as
control objectives and typical examples include: Can employees be paid for work not done? Can wages be
paid to fictitious employees? Can wage costs be incorrectly recorded? Test data should be input using valid
and invalid transactions to check the operation of these controls. While it is not the responsibility of the
auditor to prevent or detect fraud, the auditor must identify and assess the risk of misstatement due to fraud
and respond appropriately in order to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence regarding these risks. Control
objective 5 iv Payment of wages As indicated earlier employees should either be paid in cash or by bank
transfer. There is also a risk of this type of fraud if staff who update the master file for changes are also
involved in the preparation or distribution of wage packets. Compare the payroll file at the beginning and end
of the period to identify starters and leavers, which could then be checked to appropriate documentation. A test
of controls is made irrespective of the dollar amount of the underlying business transaction. It is also important
that, for a given wages system, candidates can identify significant deficiencies in internal control, explain the
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implications of the deficiencies and recommend appropriate controls. The auditor is required to plan and
perform their work in order to form an opinion on the financial statements and in doing so to obtain reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. The
alternative is an Internal Control Evaluation Questionnaire ICEQs , sometimes referred to as key or control
questions which focus on risks rather than objectives. The article will also consider the potential for fraud
within the payroll function and some of the fraud risk factors that the auditor should be alert to when planning
and performing their work.


